Introduction
In harmonic analysis of a real separable Hilbert space //, we often wish to require a nice measure \i, whose measure theoretical structure is closely connected with the topological structure of H. In this direction, we have already known that an important measure is not a measure lying on H but rather a continuous cylindrical measure lying on a nuclear extension of H. Moreover it will be turned out that if ^ is also //-quasi-invariant, then the convergence of linear functional in \i is identical with the strong convergence in //, (see Theorem 2.1). Therefore //"-continuous (cylindrical) and //-quasi-invariant measures are regarded as nice measures and are worth special interest. From now on, realizing H as / 2 , we shall consider these measures on R 00 , Rg'c: / 2 dR°°. RJ is the set of all x = (x l9 ..., x n ,...)eR°° such that x, t = 0 except finite numbers of n. The general description for RJ-quasi-invariant measures was given by Skorohod. In [13] he characterized them in terms of a partial independence of sub-a-fields. But this result does not directly lead a classification of I 2 -continuous and I 2 -quasi-invariant measures. In above classification, we identify \JL and \i! if these measures are equivalent with each other. So it is desirable to have a concept which is invariant on the equivalence classes. One of these concepts is the set A^ of admissible linear operators on J 2 , (see Definition 3.1). It seems to the author that A^ is a natural concept and plays an effective role in this problem. (It will be turned out in Theorem 3.2 that for a measure \i of Gauss type, the correspondence u-^A^ Is one to one up to a trivial relation.) Therefore in this paper we shall consider the transformations of # which arise from linear operators on I 2 , and shall investigate the basic facts for A^, §1. General Description for Quasi-Invariant Measures
Throughout this paper, we shall only consider probability measures which are defined on the usual tr-field ^(R°°). The set of all probability measures on ^(R 00 ) will be denoted by M(R°°). Let jueMCR 00 ) and reR 00 . We define the transformed measure u t eM (R m 
) by fi t (A) = li(A-i) for all Ae

Definition 1.1. /ZGM(R°°) is called t-quasi-invariant or t is admissible translation for u, // and only if u t is equivalent with \JL (u t -//). The set of all such t will be denoted by jT M . // tircT^, or <P = T^ holds, we say that \JL is ^-quasi-invariant or strictly-<$>-quasi-invariant respectively.
Definition 1,2 8 Let ^eM(R°°) be ^-quasi-invariant. If the following condition is satisfied, we say that fi is $-ergodic.
For any ^-quasi-invariant measure u r , the relation U'<IJL implies ju' = 0 or u'^fj. (< means the relation of absolute continuity.)
Several equivalent versions of Definition 1.2 are stated in [15] . 9 and from the R J-quasi-invariance of n , n n , m (A -f) = ^(p^,] n (A) -y) = 0. In a similar way, ^m(A-t) = Q implies fi n>m (A) = Q.
Q.E.D.
The converse assertion of the above proposition does not hold in general. We shall give a counter-example for it after the following theorem. ).
( Ufln )
Proof. Since \-/^L(p n M)\ forms a non-negative martingale with i respect to (^n), where @ n is the minimal (j-field with which p n (x) is measurable, so (a) is assured by a martingale convergence theorem, (for example see [7] 
and letting n->oo, for any ^e^(R°°). We take a set Be^R 00 ) such that /i(B)=l and 
is non-negative modulo ^-null sets, by the well known theorem, 
Counter-Example
We start from the class S n of all skew-symmetrical matrices acting on R". Naturally S B may be identified with R k " (fc B = n(n-l)/2) under the correspondence,
\ x kn
Now we shall define a measure ju ftn on ^(R fcM ) such that, d^i kn (x) = y n dGt(I + X)~( n~l )dx, where dx is the volume element of Lebesgue measure on ^(R fen ), X eS n is the corresponding matrix to x and y n is the normalizing constant such as ^f en (R fen ) = l. fi kn is identified with the image measure of the normalized Haar measure A rt on S0(n) by the Cayley transformation. That is, for a bounded measurable function /,
For the projection p^ from R w to R m , we see that (For these facts, see [8] .) For k n _ l <j<k n we define the measure fij on ^(R- Proof. Since RJJcz^, so Rg-ergodicity is always stronger than -ergodicity. We shall prove the converse relation. For it, it will be sufficient that Q.E. D.
For a sequence a = {a n } 9 we set H a = {x = (x l9 ..., x n , ...)eR°°|
Proposition 1.4. Le^ ^eM(R°°). T"/zen ^/?ere exists a positive sequence a = {a n } such that
Proof. Since R°° is a Polish space, we can take a compact set J^ciR 00 such that n(KJ>l -lln for each n. Without loss of generality, we may assume that {K n } is increasing. We take a positive sequence a = {a n } such that, S? =1 flj( x5dKx)<cx). Then for any N,
It follows easily fi(H a ) = \.
Proposition 1.5. L^r ^6M(R°°) be R^-quasi-invariant. Then there exists some sequence a = {a n } such that T
Proof. Let v be the adjoint measure of ft. Applying Proposition 1.4 for v, v(H 6 ) = l for some positive sequence b = {b n }. We put a n = b~i for each n and a = {a n }. Since for any y = (j^, ...,};",. Proof. In general, tail-trivial condition is equivalent to Rg-ergodicity for a measure with RJ-quasi-invariance. See, [13] . Therefore the necessity part follows from preceding arguments to Theorem 1.5. For the sufficiency, we have only to check that /^1*G a is tail-trivial. Let Ae^f^. Since G x is R^-ergodic (assured by 0-1 law) so G X (A -x) takes only the value 0 or 1 as a function of xeR°°. Moreover, a set E = {xeR*>\G n (A-x)=l} belongs to ^u o . Therefore or 1.
Q Proof. The continuity of the map follows from above arguments. We shall prove the inverse continuity. Let {/?"}<= / 2 and x(/z w )->0 in /^. 9 and therefore for an appropriate subsequence {n,-}, ^J And we put S ll = s 1 + -+s n . Then for any he! 2 , \h(S n )-h(SJ\£ Xj-iH-ilfcOs/OHOCn, m~»oo), which derives that {||SJ|} is bounded. Therefore \\h ttj \\ = ||Sj-||->0 0'->oo). It follows easily that h n -»Q (n-»oo).
It follows that l -[Qxp(-\x(h n )\)dfjL(x)-+Q(n-+cc>)
Q.E.D. 
Jexp (ix(Sh))\X t \*di4x) = Jexp (ix(h))d(^\(x) = exp (it(h))fep (ix(Sh))d^(x) .
Since Xfdii(x)<dn(x), so from Proposition 2.1, exp(if(/?)) is a continuous function of ||S7i||, therefore the same holds for t(h). It follows that there exists a suitable constant K>0 such that \t(h)\^K\\Sh\\ for any he I
2 , Consequently, teS*l 2 .
For the ergodicity, it will be sufficient that a function XeL^R 00 )
which satisfies for any hel 2 , X(x) = X(x -S*h) for /,i s -a.e.x is a constant function for /^s-a.e.x. First we shall state a following general consideration. Let Z(x) e L/? S (R°°) such that for some /z e J Proof, (a) and (d) are immediate consequences of Theorem 2.2 and of Theorem 2.3 respectively, (b) and (c) follow from the fact In this section we shall study A^ first for a measure of Gauss type and later for a general a.
A Measure of Gauss Type
We say that G v e M(R°°) is a measure of Gauss type if its FourierBochner transformation has a following form. 
G^e) = Jexp (ix(e))dG v (x) = exp(-\\ Ve\\
{S\S* is onto, and V*V-(VS)*VS is a Hilbert-Shmidt operator.}.
This result is due to [2] . We omit the proof. Q.E.D.
Since any isometric operator belongs to A Gl , so for the remainder part of the above proof it will be sufficient to assure the following fact.
Lemma 3.1. Let S be a Hermitian bounded operator on I 2 .
Assume that for any isometric operator U, S-U*SU is a HilbertShmidt operator. Then we conclude that there exists some real constant a such that S -al is a Hilbert-Shmidt operator.
Proof. Let {EJ be the resolution of unity of S 9 S=UdE^. We shall denote the set of all continuous spectrums (of all point spectrums) of S by C(S) (P(S)) respectively. We divide the proof into five steps. (I) For any AeC(S) and for Mp < X < V#, the dimension of Range (E p~E^ is infinite.
Proof is derived from the Hermitian property of S. (II) C(S) consists of at most single point.
Suppose the contrary case, and let A 1? A 2 eC(S), A t <A 2 . Taking p h q t (i = l, 2) such that p l <A X < q l < p 2 (III) If A is an accumulation point of P(S) (that is, whose any neighbourhood meets infinitely many points of P(S)) and C(S)^0, then C(S) = {A}. The set of all accumulation points of P(S) consists of at most single point. Proof is carried out in a similar way with in (II). (IV) We put a = A, in the case of (A) C(S) = {A}, (B) C(S) = 0 and A is an accumulation point of P(S). If C(S) = 0 and P(S) consists of only finitely many elements, then there exists a unique AeP(S) such that the eigen-vector space corresponding to A has an infinite dimension. In this case putting a = A, S -a/ becomes a finite-rank operator. So we shall consider the problem in the case of (^4) or (J5). Put T=S -a/. Then the continuous spectrum of T (if it exists) is origin and P(T) accumulates only to origin. Let {F A } be the resolution of unity of T, Cb T= \ MFfc and let {£"} ({??"}) be a decreasing (increasing) sequence )a Cnn Cb which converges to 0 respectively. We put T n =\ AdF A +\ AdF A .
Ja Jsn
Then T n is a compact Hermitian operator and for any he I 2 ,
\<(T-T n )h, /z>|^(|??J+e n )||/i|| 2 -^0(?i-^oo). Since for any bounded
Hermitian operator H, sup \<Hh, h>\ = \\H\\, it follows that T is also Pll^i a compact operator. (V) Let A n (^0) be an eigen-value of T and h n be a corresponding unit eigen-vector of T, Th = £ £L 1 A n < ft, ft w > ft n , lim A K = 0. We take a As £*(/-T)£ = £*£-/ + /-£*TE, so I-T is a compact operator.
Generally speaking, in Theorem 3.4 we cannot replace a compact operator with a Hilbert-Shmidt operator. We shall estimate the value (5) as n->oo. In this step, we select and fix /3>2 and put k = fi -n. We shall write /^ instead of /z n §fc . We put and divide it into two terms, I nid = J n>d -c.q.e., see [10] . Let /L={A,J be a positive sequence and from it we form T A as before. Then for T^eA^ it is necessary and sufficient that (8) Z It shows that T^A fl for some positive definite Hermitian homeomorphic operator T such that /-T is a Hilbert-Shmidt operator.
